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Abstract—This paper discusses on how to prepare a specific
dynamic hand gesture, modeling and testing it to interact with
3D virtual objects of cultural heritage ancient collection. Those
virtual objects prepared to avoid damage on the original one.
Several kinds of research work for recreation or reactivating
ancient heritage for educational purposes can take place using
it. The dynamic hand gesture detected using hand movement
sensor. We recorded ten specific dynamic hand gesture that
stands for the interaction between museum visitors and the
ancient collection chosen for the test. All ten gestures consist of
fingers tips coordinates, palm, and wrist movement. A Total of
14474 rows in 30 features forming fingers and palm movements
information. Those gestures namely: pick-up, sweep from right
to left, sweep from left to right, grab from above, grab from
the right side, pinch from above, pointing, scooping, push
and picking. We train ten dynamic hand gestures using K-NN
classifier and using different distance metric namely Cosine,
Euclidean and Cubic. The best result of trained model reaches
99.3% accuracy. Later, we use the new hand gesture to test the
trained model. It consists of 15000 rows of fingers coordinates
in 30 features. The results show that from all ten gestures, there
are four gestures reach recognition accuracy more than 92%.
One gesture reaches 100%, two gestures on 82% and 89%
and three gestures below 64%. The gesture which reaches high
accuracy in training and testing consider selected for default
model.

Index Terms—dynamic-hand-gesture-recognition, k-nearest-
neighbor, 3D-virtual-object, cultural-heritage, gaussian-
mixture-model.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE museum is a place to get a variety of information
about the cultural heritage ancient collection/CHAC.

However, due to aging and prone to damage, some of those
artifacts are forbid to touch. There are many ways to preserve
those collections and give the visitor access to exploring it.
3D virtual reality is one of it. Those artifacts can be preserved
by reconstructs into the 3D virtual object[1]. However, there
is another problem on how to interact in an immersive
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way between people and those virtual objects. An earlier
research conducted to give an environment consists of 3D
virtual objects. The user can explore the environment using
a head-mounted display in passive mode[1], [2]. In addition
to enhancing the application is by equipping it with a hand
gesture sensor. Therefore, the user can interactively explore
the environment as in the real environment. However, there
is a significant difference between exploring artifacts in the
3D virtual and real environment. There must be a guide on
how user treats those virtual artifacts or act freely. A free
movement in a virtual environment is possible to equip with
a head-mounted display and hand sensor as mention before.
Furthermore, the user can walk freely inside it, they can
navigate on foot. However, the size of the exploring space
limited to the range of movement sensor[3], [4]. Another
simple idea is to provide an interactive system that is not
so complicated but can give immersive experience to the
user, such as touching experience[5]. In a small space or
virtual environment, what kind of gesture can suite the
interaction? The gestures must have predefined on the first
place, so it will give best immersive interaction to the user.
In a cultural heritage ancient collection, there are various of
objects. Each object with its designation. There are relics,
which usually used for religious activities. Various forms
of statues that symbolize human civilization. The statues
selected in this study consist of imitations of animals, gods,
worship monuments and the trinkets to perform daily activi-
ties. There are masks for traditional dancing and devices for
cooking or storing food, an open water container for washing
hands or face, and much more. The various objects need
a unique movement of its own. Not all movements in real
environments possible to recreate in virtual environments.

This is due to the limitations of motion sensor devices
used. In this study, we are using leap motion[6] sensor to
detect several gestures. However, there is some limitation
still exist in using this sensor. For example, when we need to
create an interaction in a fountain, where people can mimic
washing their hands virtually. The sensor cannot detect an
overlapping finger. Or when a user tries to mimic a scoop
from a water bowl or pond using their palm, even it right
or left handed, it cannot detect accurately. The problem is
when the hand palm rotates by it wrist upside down, right
hand facing down can turn to left-hand vice versa. This is a
problem that we need to choose which gesture suitable for the
immersive interaction. This paper discusses the preparation
to set several models of dynamic hand gestures. Some of the
best models will selected. Then it prepared for an immersive
interaction. Ten basic hand movement prepared for this study.
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Fig. 1. The dynamic hand gesture recognition model for 3D virtual interaction on Cultural Heritage Ancient Collection. The best detected gesture
according to the higher score in percentage, will be selected for application development.

Those gestures namely: pick-up, sweep from right to left,
seep from left to right, grab from above, grab from the
right side, pinch from above, pointing, scooping, push and
picking. These gestures influenced by twenty[7] and ten
gestures[8] from previous works. We opt out several gestures
and add several new gestures which more reliable to perform
immersive interactions.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Preserving Cultural Heritage

The 3D virtual reality technology has been widely used to
help preserve the various collections of cultural heritage[9].
The form also varies, ranging from converting the original
form into digital. There are also arranged in a story and
game[10]. Some researchers even create a virtual environ-
ment mimicking the original environment[11]. The goal is
to revive the story around the various objects of cultural
relics. Special interactions within a virtual environment can
enrich it. Therefore, recurring activities is possible in a 3D
virtual environment. Detail activities can be various, it is all
to interact with virtual objects[12]. These interactions must
set up first in an activity theme, and it is done in various
games[13].

B. Gesture Recognition

This process aims to decide what gestures are proper in
an application. The gesture recognition research using two-
dimensional image tried to improve its accuracy. A non-
negative matrix factorization combined with compressive
sensing was introduced to gain more accuracy[14]. How-
ever, it is only to predict two-dimensional image. Several
studies have done to test various of gesture models. There
are six degrees of freedom models defined previously by
researchers[7]. A couple of movements already included
in our works, namely: sweep left and right. The left-over
gestures cannot have included in this study because of
not suitable for the CHAC environment. There is another
variation of gesture that has been tested and spread to
several types, namely: air writing by finger tips[15], [16],
sign language[17], virtual reality object manipulation[18],
arm movements in sport[19] and several common gestures
for kinds of purposes[20], [21], [22]. The first group of
gestures which deal with handwriting in the air and sign
language uses hidden Markov model for gesture recognizing.

The data characteristic from the recording process suites this
algorithm. The second group which focused on sport, record
arm movements. They were using Quaternion Dynamic Time
Warping[19] to perform all calculation needed for the gesture
recognizing. The last group using neural network and pattern
matching in processing their calculation[23].

C. Feature Selection
The Basic step before using Machine Learning to recog-

nize a gesture is to perform feature selection[24]. This pro-
cess, if done with high accuracy will result in decreasing the
computational time of machine learning. Several algorithms
available to perform feature selection. From some way of
performing feature selection, there is a good technique to use
to do feature selection. It is known as the normal distribution
or Gaussian Mixture Model(GMM). Two steps in preparing
GMM are the mean and standard deviation. This will prepare
training data for the classification learner. Further, it will
determine which features best to be selected using GMM[25],
[26], [27].

D. Classifier Learner
After the process for feature selection complete. All data

are ready to enter the next step namely classification process.
This process can be done using a chosen algorithm such as k-
NN[28], [29], SVM, ENSEMBLE, NN and much more[30],
[31], [32]. Not all data suits for all algorithm. A good
observation of the distribution of data will determine the right
algorithm to perform the classification process. The process
has done with precision. It takes several repetitions to get
the expected result.

E. 3D Stereoscopic Display
There are many options in which 3D Display technology

and specification suites to the CHAC environment. It starts
from the recent well-known head mounted display combined
with virtual reality application. It gives a stereoscopic sight
for the user that will make them feel wondering in a realm
of another world. The main purposes are only to resemble
the real environment. Even though this device should not be
using in a relatively long period because it can cause strain
in the users eyes[33]. The strain happens when a position of
negative parallax[34]occurs too long in the scenery. There-
fore, this 3D stereoscopic display is only another option to
go with the hand interaction.
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Fig. 2. The Ten gestures prepared for experiments

III. METHOD

The first stage is to record the data. A total of ten dynamic
gestures recorded using a leap-motion sensor device. The
result consists of hand gestures, in the form of coordinates
of the five fingertips, palms, wrist and rotation. The data will
then store in comma separated value (*.csv) format for two
groups: training data and test data. Results of data recording
cannot directly enter the preprocessing step because it holds
some static coordinates. These static coordinates must opt
out. This process aims to reduce learning time using the k-
nearest neighbor classifier. Static data generated by stagnat-
ing motion, or when the hand does not make a movement
for a while. This data found by examining the time-marking
columns with 30 feature columns. In which are similar value
for about one to two seconds. After removing static data,
each dynamic gesture will have about 2000 row. It consists
of 30 dimensions or features. Three experiments prepared
in this study, as it can be seen in Fig 1. Each one will be
using different distance metric. The first metric is Cosine
/ vector space distance[35], the second euclidean and third
Cubic / minkowski. All experiment using the same steps
from feature selection based on gaussian mixture model and
classifier learner.

A. Feature selection

Not all features will be using in the classification learning
process. Only features that have a standard deviation and a
unique average selected for training. The GMM will be used
to see which features will be selected as training data. The
reason for using GMM is its ability to classify incomplete
data[26]. There are steps to use the Gaussian distribution in
checking features. The steps are: a) searching for the average
value of a feature, b) finding the standard deviation value of a

feature, c) finding the normal distribution value, followed by
plotting data on a chart using the probability density function
(PDF), and cumulative distribution function (CDF). This will
make it easier to see the range of each feature checked. The
three steps use the equation as follows:
X̄= mean, n = dimension, x = data, with the equation as

follows:

X̄ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

x1 =
1

n
(x1 + x2 + . . .+ xn) (1)

for {x1, x2, . . . , xn} as the observed value of the sample and
X̄ is the mean of observations, then the standard deviation
is:

SN =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(xi − x̄)2 (2)

With µ as the average of the distribution σ, the standard
deviation σ2, as a variant, the PDF is:

f(x|µ, σ2) =
1√

2, πσ2
e−

(x−µ)2
2σ 2 (3)

The normal distribution f with mean µ and deviation σ , the
CDF is:

F (x) = Φ
(x− µ

σ

)
=

1

2

[
1 + erf

(x− µ
σ
√

2

)]
(4)

B. Classification Learner

The next step is making predictions, we need to calculate
the similarity between two examples of available data. This is
necessary so that we can find the most similar data samples in
the training dataset. The prediction will use cosine, euclidean
and cubic distance metric.
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1) Experiment One: The first experiment will be using k-
NN with cosine distance metric to train features. The number
of neighbors for this metric is 10, with equal distance weight
and calculate angle between two vectors of attributes A and
B. Cosine distance is define as:

Cosine distance =

cos−1

( ∑n

i=1
A2
i√∑n

i=1
A2
i

√∑n

i=1
B2
i

)
π

(5)

2) Experiment two: The second experiment will be us-
ing k-NN with euclidean distance metric. The number of
neighbors for this metric is 1. This defined as the square
root of the sum of squares difference between two numbers
arrangement. Multi-dimensional Euclidean distance arranged
in the following equation is define as:

d(p, q) = d(q, p) =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(qi − pi)2 (6)

d = distance, p and q = measured values, i = index, and n =
dimension. The k-NN prediction assumes that adjacent data
have potential characteristics similarities. This is possible by
forming a set of weights W , one for each adjacent data,
defined by the relative proximity of each data neighbor to
the reference point p. Determination of distance using two
points denoted by x and xi. The two entry points in the
set pi, it wrote as D(x, p). An improvement for the k-NN
algorithm done by measure the weight of each k neighbor by
the distance between xp query points, moves to rj nearest
neighbor. The equation algorithm written as follows

I(xp) =
argmax

veV

n∑
j=1

rjβ(y, i(xj)) (7)

where the weight is

rj =
1

d(xp, xj)2
(8)

all the training data will be used for weighting calculation

F (xq) =

∑k
i=1 wif(xi))∑k

i=1 wi

(9)

3) Experiment Three: The third experiment using
minkowski for it distance metric. The number of neighbors
for this metric is 10 with equal distance weight. Minkowski
distance defined as:

D(X,Y ) =

( n∑
i=1

|xi − yi|p
) 1
p

(10)

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Ten gestures prepared for the experiments. Starts with
Grab from above(GFA), Grab from right(GFR), Pick
up(PU), Picking flower(PCF), Pick from above(PFA),
Pointing(PT),Push forward(PF), Scoop(SC), Sweep left to
right(SLTR) and Sweep right to left(SRTL). Each gesture
perform repeatedly five times and recorded using camera to
validate the perfect movements. Several gesture seems a little
bit similar between each other as it can be seen on Fig 2.
The gesture GFA, PU and PFA. However, the width of the
opening between the fingers is different for each gesture.

Fig. 3. The gaussian mixture model of six gestures

Fig. 4. The gaussian mixture model of four gesture

The preliminary process after gesture recording using hand
gesture sensor is feature selection. We arrange all thirty
features as predictor plus one response in a matrix shape. The
feature selection process begins with calculating the mean
and standard deviation of each feature. Plotting on a normal
distribution chart. As it seen in Fig 3, there are six gestures
shaping the normal distribution curves. It divided into two
groups, the first group is gesture PU, PFA and GFA. They
plotted on the top of chart area with wide range of its peak
and standard deviation. The second is gesture GRF, SLR and
SRL. Which almost overlapped and made slight differences
between each other compared to the first group.

However, it still a potential feature for further calcu-
lation by classifier learner. The next figure as shown in
Fig 4 consists of four gestures. The peak of each normal
distribution curve spread far one from another. This is a
good sign because the classifier learner can easily differ the
class. Based on this gaussian mixture model, we continue
our recognition process to the next step. Using the k-NN
algorithm we decided to use the first and second point
to compare and find the nearest neighbor between it. The
search is using x as the coordinate from thumb and index
finger. The results seen as several groups plotted on Fig 5.
It consists of ten gestures, forming a specific pattern that
distinct one and another. In addition to the three experiments
that have been prepared, several tests were also performed
and obtained the following results: Several k-NN models
used to perform the calculation. The recognition accuracy
using each classifier learner result are: Medium k-NN 98.2%,
Coarse k-NN 94.0% and Weighted k-NN 99.0%. The dataset
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TABLE I
THE CONFUSION MATRIX USING COSINE DISTANCE METRIC

PREDICTED CLASS COSINE KNN
GFA GFR PU PCF PFA PT PF SC SLTR SRTL

R
E
A
L
C
L
A
S
S

GFA 1754 10 6
GFR 934 5 8 2
PU 46 1564 3
PCF 1286 1
PFA 2 2 1465 1
PT 1 1474
PF 1890 2 7 1
SC 2 15 1596 22 11
SLTR 1 8 4 1220 13
SRTL 5 7 62 1040

consists of 14474 observations, 30 predictors, 1 response
label, 10 response classes with 10-fold cross validation. The
first two Medium and Coarse using euclidean distance metric
and all using equal distance weight. However, Weighted k-
NN using square inverse and failed to reach higher accuracy.
Based on the results, we assume that using k-NN classifier
is suitable enough to perform gesture recognition for CHAC
environment.

A. Results of experiment one

The accuracy of first experiment can be seen on Table I
explained that the confusion matrix shows that 98.3%. Over-
all there are none reach 100% prediction. There are three
groups of accuracy. The first groups consist of five gestures
reach accuracy 99% and more. The second consist of four
gestures reach only 97 to 98% accuracy. Only one gesture
stay lowest at 93%. The first five gestures are GFA, PF, PFA,
PT and PF. The first gesture GFA total missed around 1%.
Ten trajectory coordinates misses interpreted as PU and six
as SC. A total 1287 trajectory coordinates of Gesture PF
only misses one. The PFA gesture, from total 1470, 1465
predict correctly, two predict as GFA, two PU and one PT.
The second three gesture are GFR, PU, and SLTR. The last
gesture SRL only reach 93% accuracy prediction. It can be
seen in the lower right corner of the Table I the number 62
is 3% of total 1114 data from SRTL feature.

B. Results of experiment two

The confusion matrix shows that 99.3% recognition accu-
racy gained. As it seen in Table II, the first gesture GFA total
missed less than 1%, one observation missed interpreting as
GFR, PF and SLTR, 3 observations for SC and 11 for PU.
The second gesture GFR total missed at exactly 1%, one
missed interpret as PU, 3 for SLTR and 6 for SRTL. The
third and fourth gesture PU and PCF also missed interpret
below 1%, it scattered from PU, PT, and PCF. However, for
gesture PFA and PT reached 100% accuracy. The 1470 and
1475 observation successfully interpreted as is. There is a
sharp distinction between peaks of two curves which split
20 points shows that it will recognize perfectly correct. The
seventh gesture, PF, missed interpret far below 1%, there are
2 observations interpreted as SC, 3 as SLTR and 1 as SRTL.
The eight-gesture SC missed interpreted 1.43%. There are 12
observations missed and interpreted as SLTR, 7 observations
as PF, the rest 4 observation missed interpreted by 1 as
GFA, GFR, PFA and SRTL. The ninth gesture SLTR missed
interpreted by 1.71%. There are 14 observations missed
interpreted as SRTL, 5 as PF and 1 as GFA and SC. The
tenth gesture SRTL missed interpreted by 2.4%. There are

TABLE II
THE CONFUSION MATRIX USING EUCLIDEAN DISTANCE METRIC

PREDICTED CLASS
GFA GFR PU PCF PFA PT PF SC SLTR SRTL

R
E
A
L
C
L
A
S
S

GFA 1753 1 11 1 3 1
GFR 939 1 3 6
PU 5 1606 1 1
PCF 1286 1
PFA 1470
PT 1475
PF 1898 2 3 1
SC 1 1 1 7 1623 12 1
SLTR 1 5 1 1225 14
SRTL 1 26 1087

TABLE III
TEH CONFUSION MATRIX USING CUBIC DISTANCE METRIC

PREDICTED CLASS CUBIC KNN
GFA GFR PU PCF PFA PT PF SC SLTR SRTL

R
E
A
L
C
L
A
S
S

GFA 1743 14 2 8 3
GFR 932 1 4 9 3
PU 36 1569 3 3 2
PCF 1286 1
PFA 2 2 1463 3
PT 1 1475
PF 1891 4 9
SC 3 4 2 16 1592 22 7
SLTR 1 11 1 1223 10
SRTL 1 1 1 5 6 77 1023

26 observations interpreted as SLTR and 1 as PF. Overall
there are 112 missed interpreted observations from total
14474 observations. The recognition accuracy using KNN
is 99.3%. This trained model then used to test new data.
Each gesture tested against the trained model. The results
vary, it spread into three groups as it seen in Fig 6. Gesture
4 until 10 reaches prediction accuracy above 80%. Gestures
6, 8 and 9 reach accuracy above 91%, and gesture 7 reach
100% accuracy. However, for gesture 2 and 3 only reach
accuracy above 34% and below 37%. It predicted before
using the gaussian mixture model and scattered chart. On the
GMM, the curve of both gestures slightly overlapped one and
another as it seen also in the scattered plot on cartesian axis
on Table 3. The first gesture, Pick-Up only reaches 63.46%
test accuracy. This happen because 36.24% detected as Grab
from above gesture.

C. Experiment two scattered chart

The scattered chart as shown in Fig 5 explained that The
GFA gesture majority plotted on the -x and +y axis, it spread
around (-75,55) to (50,250). The GFR plotted evenly on -x to
+x axis, and +y, it spread around (-80,75) to (60,155). This
ranges shows good separable to make differences between
gestures. For the other several gestures namely PU, PFA,
PT, PF, and SC each of it made distinct pattern. However,
for the last two similar gestures namely SLTR and SRTL,
it creates larger part of an overlapped area compared to
the other gestures. The scattered plotted coordinates of both
gestures ranging from (-100,150) to (100,230) across the x
and y axis. Overall, the feature selection performed well to
support the classifier learner calculation.

D. Results of Experiment Three

The accuracy of third experiment can be seen on Table III
explained that the confusion matrix shows that 98.1%. How-
ever, compare to the first experiment, there is one gesture
correctly predicted 100% accuracy, it is PT. Besides the PT,
there are three groups of accuracy. The first group consist
of three gestures reach accuracy 99% and more. The second
consists of four gestures reach only 97 to 98% accuracy.
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Fig. 5. The Scattered chart shows for each feature

Fig. 6. The accuracy of tested model using new dataset

Only one gesture stay at the lowest at 92%. The first three
gestures are PF, PFA, and PF. The first gesture PF total
missed less then 1%. A Total Seven trajectories coordinates
misinterpreted as GFA, PU and PT. A total 1287 trajectory
coordinates of Gesture PF only miss one. The PFA gesture,
from total 1470, 1465 predict correctly, two predict as GFA,
two PU and one PT. The second three gesture are GFR, PU,
and SLTR. The last gesture SRL only reach 93% accuracy
prediction. It can be seen in the lower right corner of the
Table III the number 77 is 7% of total 1114 data from SRTL
feature.

V. CONCLUSION

Gestures for a specific task like in CHAC environment
need to model accurately. A straightforward way to perform
feature selection can be done using gaussian mixture model.
As described on those three experiments, only experiment
two reaches the highest accuracy in predicting dynamic
gestures. The first and third experiments reach almost the
same value. Both obtained a 98% accuracy rate with a very
thin margin. However, from all three trials, the lowest value
in accuracy was obtained in two overlapping motions. Both
movements are SLTR and SRTL has been predicted before by
gaussian mixture model in Fig 3. Overall, as it can be seen on
Fig 6 from ten gestures tested using the trained model, there

are eight gestures can perfectly recognize using the trained
model. One gesture perfectly recognizes +and gain 100%
accuracy. There are four gestures gain above 91% accuracy.
Two gestures gain above 80% accuracy, one above 60% and
two gestures failed the test. There must be an evaluation to
replace similar gesture for the trained model. Two gestures
show in the test that cannot recognize optimally and only
get test accuracy below 50%. One gesture is also lower
than 70% need to replace. Fine-KNN classifier learner shown
the best performance in performing the training and testing
process. It outnumbered the other distance metric on several
KNN method and gain score at 99,3% with 10-fold cross
validation.
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